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conversely, since all pixinsight modules are now independent of pixinsight le, you can also remove a pixinsight le module and replace it with your own. for example, if you want to use a different file format than the ones that we provide in pixinsight le, you can develop a simple-to-use plugin that uses
your own format. to do that, you'll only have to write a plugin that exposes your own format to pixinsight core. as other open source projects, we need funding to keep the project alive. we need to keep our web server and continue to develop new modules. we also need to pay salaries for our

developers and maintaining high level of expertise of our team. this is not an idle project: pixinsight is the only remotely accessible web space that is providing complete solutions for astronomy image processing tasks, such as a sandbox for processing images, a online processing engine for processing
and displaying multi-extended large images or raw data sets as well as pixinsight batch processing script that performs image processing and facilitates processing of huge data sets as well as a web api that enables python and other programming languages to access our processing capabilities.

software development is an iterative and creative process; a process of trial and error. software is not just lines of code or tables of functions - it is a living thing that grows as we use it in the same way a plant grows towards the light. pixinsight is no different, and i feel it is important to be able to try
different things, to fail, experiment and solve problems. pixinsight is inherently experimental and new developments and ideas are common, as is the case with any open-source project. pixinsight has many developers, not just me. each of them has different strengths and are all needed to help tackle

the problems involved in data processing and analysis. some of them work by developing the software, others by coordinating and administrating the project, and some are well-known people in their fields who help us identify tasks and areas that need to be addressed.
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depending on the scope and purpose of the scientific analysis, the true visibility of a celestial object can be defined in different ways. in some cases, the object visibility is only the visible band, but it could be the entire sky visible to the observer, the object spectra, or the object light curves
in different bands. for example, the star light curves can be determined with this software, as well as its light spectra. for an observation over a set of wavelengths, there could be an array of products generated by pixinsight to encode the data of the image. in every case, the computations

of the images could be done in a single window of pixinsight, while the results and the images are always shown in a dedicated screen of pixinsight. there are several options available when it comes to the display of an image in the natively provided window. what is not that easy, is that the
window might be pretty small and you have a lot of information to display in one shot. i would like to leave the choice of the display width, i.e. the pixels per linear inch, for the user. what i would like to offer is an option to define a threshold of the information load below which the display
will be scaled down to fit the available space. this will allow for a more comfortable display experience, and i guess, the way most users prefer it. it is easy to develop you own customized plugin. in other words, to create your own processing tool: say, to enhance or to simplify any of the

facilities in pixinsight le, just implement a plugin that implements the new functionality. plugins can be shared with pixinsight le users or the pixinsight core application. 5ec8ef588b
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